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The value of C6 can be altered and governs the treble content when fuzz control is turned 

down. For more treble / upper mids make C6 = 1uF. 

C3 set the upper corner frequency and can be increased for a more mellow 

sound.

The Volume potentiometer of 500K will when turned down create a lowpass filter in 

conjunction with the cable at the output and thereby reduce treble- if less interaction of 

volume control visavi setting is desired then the value of the Volume potentiometer can be 

made 50K-100K Ohms audio taper. In case that is done then the value of C4 may need 

adjustment as it creates a highpass filter that cuts bass in the traditional fashion of fuzz design 

cutting bass after fuzz generation. In the kit this capacitor and the filter it creates is set to only 

lower a bit of bass in order to make sound clearer. In case you want the sound of Tone bender 

mark 2 this capacitor, C4, can be made 3n3; should one want to have the same filtering as 

Gibson FZ1 then make C4 3n3 and volume pot 50K Ohms alternately connect a 56K resistor 

in parallel with the Volume pot of 500K Audio taper. 

The amplification expression of the circuit states that the total amplification is the hfeT1 times 

hfeT2 if R source is zero Ohms. It is this that causes extreme amplification when a buffer is 

placed at input under which conditions the R source approaches zero Ohms and amplification 

is then wideband-in stark contrast to a guitar pick up driving the input. 

A guitar pick up is an inductive source and therefore a lowpass filter is created when this 

inductive source feeds a low impedance input: as an example a guitar pick up may have a DC 

resistance of 3-12K Ohms but at say 6KHz the composite impedance may be around 100K 

ohms. Because of this treble is attenuated before the fuzz and as mentioned before bass is 

lowered after fuzz and that combined constitutes classic fuzz filtering (it was believed that 

attenuation of higher frequencies was desired in order to reduce statics. 



The saturation control negates the effect of the aforementioned filter and allows a buffer to be 

placed ahead without amplification taking on unusable proportions and it also makes the input 

resistive and thus technically creates a Voltage style input when Saturation control is backed 

down. It is possible to connect a capacitor in parallel with the Saturation control in order to 

create more amplification in the upper regions only for a clearer sound and suggested value of 

such a cap is 3n3- however do experiment and perhaps the perfect value for you is 10nF? 

Since the total amplification is dependent on the amplification factors of the transistors used 

except for the effects of the source impedance the total fuzz depth will depend on the 

transistors used. It is therefore worthwhile experimenting with different transistors. 

A typical fault on older Fuzz Face units is that the working points have drifted and that can 

cause the circuit to lock and produce no sound or be a bit off producing harsher sounds. For 

this reason the Sparkle Face has a trimmer for setting working points of the transistors 

allowing nearly any transistor to be used. 

If you happen to have an old Fuzz Face that does not have a convincing sound, chances are 

the working points have drifted and you can then adjust the working points to restore sound- 

however a vintage unit may be worth more stock even if it doesn’t sound as good as it could. 

Enjoy! 


